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ASCE Los Angeles Younger Member 
Forum (LA YMF) and the Los Angeles 
Department of Water & Power 
(LADWP) recently celebrated two 
centennial anniversaries of the ASCE 
Los Angeles Section and the Los 
Angeles Department of Water and 
Power (LADWP) Los Angeles 
Aqueduct (LAA).�

As part of this celebration, LADWP 
and LA YMF organizers offered an 
exclusive tour to ASCE members and 
interested LA residents of the facilities 
along LAA.� The LAA was designed 

and built by self-taught civil engineer 
and 3rd LA Section ASCE President 
William Mulholland.�

The tour was a full three-day weekend 
event (Friday September 6- Sunday, 
September 8) where approximately 50 
participants began the exciting 
venture at the LADWP Filtration Plant 
in Sylmar and traveled over 600 miles 
and visited over 30 sites.

LADWP tour guides, Chris Plakos and 
Charles Parkes, provided valuable 
information throughout the tour 
about the life of William Mulholland, 
history and geology of the Owens 
Valley and Eastern Sierra, and major 
system facilities that serve the Los 
Angeles Aqueduct.�

Major facilities pertinent to the City of 
Los Angeles’ water and power supply 

system that were part of the tour 
included the LADWP Filtration Plant, 
Haiwee Power Plant, Lee Vining 
Creek LA Aqueduct Intake, Middle 
Gorge Power Plant, Los Angeles 
Aqueduct Intake, and Upper and 
Lower Owens River.�

CONT. ON PAGE 6
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Want to get involved?

1. Contact your local YMF for the next 
school visit scheduled
Your local YMF chapter arranges visits to 
local schools to teach kids about 
engineering and science.

2. Join a Committee 
Your local YMF has standing committees 
dedicated to K-12 Outreach. The Committee 
establishes partnerships with schools or 
Non Profit groups that reach out to our 
future engineers. 

3. Get trained to conduct your own 
Outreach
Reach out to your local school or be an 
active parent, we will train you and provide 
the necessary presentations and materials.

4. Help at Annual Activities 
YMF groups plan and participate on an 
annual Popsicle Stick Bridge Competition, 
Science Fairs, College Grad Conferences 
and other Annual Activities , ask us when 
the next one is.

5. Tell us how to help
We need your feedback to continue to 
improve. We love to hear from you. Contact 

SCHOOL OUTREACH

Visit www.asce.org
for even more 

resources

Egg Drop with Eagle Rock Elementary School
Los Angeles, CA 

by: Michael J. Howie, P.E.

On Friday, September, 6th, 2013, LA YMF hosted an 

activity to introduce the 5th and 6th graders of Eagle Rock 

Elementary to the engineering design process.  

Approximately 150 students were divided up into teams 

of 5 or 6 students.  Each group was given a limited 

amount of office supplies to use as building materials in 

the construction of a device to protect an egg from a 

second story drop onto an asphalt landing zone.  Some 

designs relied on a parachute to reduce the impact force, 

and others benefited from devices that absorbed the 

impact energy and left the egg unharmed.  Each creation 

was introduced with a name such as "Humpty Dumpty" 

or "Egg-cellent" prior to launch.  The students really 

enjoyed this hands-on activity.  Thank you to all the 

volunteers who helped make this event a success.  LA 

YMF looks forward to hosting more K-12 outreach 

activities with local schools this year in the hopes of 

inspiring the next generation of Civil Engineers.

Earthquake Legends with Clover Elementary School
Los Angeles, CA 
by: Michael J. Howie, P.E.

Until recently, the cause of earthquakes was an unsolved mystery.  Long before scientific 
theory, people around the world created legends to explain earthquakes that suited their 
culture.  

On Friday, September 27th, 2013, LA YMF hosted an activity to introduce the 3rd graders of 
Clover Elementary to earthquakes and these legends. Approximately 100 students gathered 
in the auditorium to discuss what earthquakes are and how they affect our lives. 

Back in the classrooms, the hands-on activity involved the students exploring some of these 
legends from around the world.  An earthquake legends book was read to the class and each 
student was tasked with illustrating a legend.  

Each student then presented his or her interpretation of the legend to the class.  Afterwards, 
the student located the region where the legend originated on a world map and connected the 
drawing to the appropriate spot on the map.  At the conclusion of the discussion, the students 
compared the legends map with a world map of epicenter locations that depicted the areas of 
greatest earthquake activity.  

Thank you to all the volunteers who helped make this event a success, especially the student 
members from CSUN and Cal Poly Pomona. This is the first in a series of lessons on 
earthquakes that we will be hosting at this school. 
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Rebuilding Together
Los Angeles, CA 
by: Cindy Huang, E.I.T.

We had a great turnout at our volunteering event with 
Rebuilding Together. On 5/11/13, a dozen ASCE MLAB YMF 
members graciously spent their Saturday morning 
volunteering at the Boys and Girls Club of East LA. Serving as 
a key part of the community for over 4500 youth, this 
clubhouse was in dire need of a renovation! The work on hand 
involved painting, landscaping, sweeping and prepping for the 
group of 100+ volunteers that would arrive the following day.

With the radio blasting Taylor Swift, the morning went by 
quickly as the nimble volunteers climbed up ladders to tape off 
the ceiling and set up drop cloths for painting. The outside 
crew had fun unloading the supplies from the truck with a 
forklift, and using backhoes to prep the front yard for 
landscaping. Out by the (dry) pool, more hardworking 
volunteers swept freshly sprayed plaster and applied a fresh 
coat of paint to the concrete deck.

Despite a minor injury that was quickly remedied with a band-
aid, the day was a great success. The best part was meeting 
kids who turned out that day to help with the renovation! 
Several of them asked what we did as civil engineers, and 
hopefully we were able to make a lasting (positive!) impression 
on some of them. A big thanks to everyone who turned out!

YMF Volunteers 
with Canstruction
Orange County, CA 
by: Andrew Easterling

Canstructures  is one of the most creative and talented ways to donate food to your local food 
bank. It was on on display at the South Coast Plaza Mall.

What are Canstructures!?

Canstructures are the product of creative ingenuity, which are enormous structures made 
from donated (usually canned) food.  Participants design the structures, raise the necessary 
materials (food), and then construct the displays overnight at the South Coast Plaza Mall.

During the build night, Friday, August 30th, OC YMF volunteered to assist in the supervision 
and staffing over the duration of the evening to ensure a successful event.  While providing 
help as needed throughout the event, 

YMFers got a first glimpse of all the structures and were allotted the opportunity to mingle 
and network with many of the event participants, which included many engineering and 
industry related professionals. The 2013 Orange County Canstruction event was a 
tremendous success this year, and OC YMF hopes to be able to volunteer at this 
extraordinary event again next year.

COMMUNITY OUTREACH
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Riverside Drive Viaduct Replacement 
Technical Tour
Los Angeles, CA 
by: George Huang, P.E.

On Saturday, June 8, 2013, the Los Angeles Younger Member 
Forum (LA YMF) and the Metropolitan Los Angeles Branch 
(MLAB) attended a technical tour of the Riverside Drive 
Viaduct Replacement over the Los Angeles River Project 
conducted by the City of Los Angeles, Bureau of 
Engineering (BOE).  

The $39 million project involves demolishing and replacing 
the seismically and geometrically deficient Riverside Drive 
Viaduct while continuing to maintain two-way traffic across 
the LA River, Avenue 19, Metrolink and Union Pacific 
Railroad tracks.

Additionally, a roundabout is being installed at the 
intersection of San Fernando Road and Riverside Drive 
along with a public art feature in the center of the 
roundabout. 

Approximately 35 ASCE members attended the tour for this 
project. Participants were given 360 degree viewing access to 
the new Viaduct, one from standing on the sidewalk of the 
existing Riverside Drive Viaduct, and two from down below 
inside the LA River Channel. Heavy construction work was 
evident as the formwork for the new bridge deck, shoring, 
and temporary pier supports were already installed in-place 
by the contractor. 

The tour also included discussion of project design 
challenges, design features, utility coordination, and 
construction challenges from the BOE’s design and 
construction staff. MLAB President, Julia Moye, was one of 
the tour presenters representing the BOE Project 
Construction Management staff on this project.  Overall, the 
tour group found exciting things to see and interesting 
information being shared at every stop on this 1.5 hour long 
tour. Please continue to check our LA YMF website for 
upcoming technical tours and presentations. 

Tour Highlights:

• Engineers from the City of Los Angeles (Owner), HNTB 
(Project Structural Designer), and FPL and Associates, Inc. 
(Project Civil Designer) conducted the tour.

• Project design challenges, design features, and 
construction challenges were discussed.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Sand Canyon Ave Grade Separation Tour
Orange County, CA 
by: Remi Candaele & Gyan Sinha

The Sand Canyon Avenue Grade Separation project is one 
of the key local transportation projects under construction 
that are currently occurring in Orange County. 

A group of 29 younger professional engineers took on the 
opportunity to tour the construction site on July 9, 2013. 
The tour was jointly organized by OC YMF, the City of 
Irvine, and OCTA and directed by Matthew McMenamin 
(Hill International), resident engineer, along with Mark 
Verrengia and Manny Barrios, senior inspectors.����

Prior to the tour, the group gathered at Knowlwood 
Restaurant for a delightful lunch that saw interactive 
discussions and productive networking occur amongst our 
members. The tour highlighted the following major aspects:

• Structural details of the steel deck and steel plate girder 
bridge superstructure. The structural inspector 
emphasized on how typical railroad maintenance and 
operations activities should be consider during the 
design phase;

• Ongoing excavation activities and continuous offsite 
hauling. One of the major challenges encountered by the 
contractor was the disposal of unexpected contaminated 
soil. The excavated soil had to be trucked to Yuma, 
Arizona.

• Shoring activities in a built environment and ongoing 
traffic. Excavation was notably occurring to sit a pump 
station designed to pump stormwater runoff draining to 
the bottom of the underpass structure back to the City’ 
storm drain infrastructure.

• Traffic signal operations. Because of the ongoing railway 
operation s well as reduced traffic lanes during 
construction, additional traffic signals were temporarily 
installed to avoid cars for being stopped on the railroads.

Sand Canyon Avenue is a major arterial paralleling SR 133 
with the grade separation project between I-5 and I-405. 
The proposed grade separation improvements will realign 
Sand Canyon Avenue to the northwest, approximately 100 
feet, and depress the roadway below the Metrolink 
Railroad. 

The project consists of a two-span steel and concrete 
structure supporting Metrolink, Amtrak and BNSF trains 
over Sand Canyon Avenue along their mainline corridor. 
Work includes construction of a steel deck and steel plate 
girder bridge superstructure with two sacraficial exterior 
concrete� girders, abutments, wing walls, temporary 
shoring, temporary double-track shoofly alignment 
southwest of the new bridge structure and elimination of 
the existing at-grade crossing. 

The roadway improvements extend from the intersection of 
Oak Canyon Avenue/Laguna Canyon Avenue to the I-5 
Freeway offramps. The rail improvements extend from the 
I-5 freeway overcrossing structure to approximately 1,500 
feet northwest of the Sand Canyon Avenue grade crossing. 
The grade separation improvements will require raising the 
existing track elevations approximately 1.5 feet to allow 
roadway clearance.�

The Board of OC YMF would like to thank all attendees and 
particularly our presenters.
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OC Branch’s 60th Anniversary Tour 

The Orange County Branch is celebrating its 60th Anniversary this year and to 
commemorate this important event the Branch decided to organize for the 
membership a tour of some of the Historic Civil Engineering Landmarks 
(HCEL's) in Orange County. The Branch's History and Heritage Committee 
has dedicated a total of fifteen Local, State and National recognition plaques at 
twelve historic Civil Engineering sites or facilities in Orange County since the 
late Fred Meier began implementing ASCE's HCEL program with plaque 
dedications in approximately 1982. The Branch's Tour Planning Committee, 
lead by Branch Vice President Penny Lew, selected five of these sites to visit 
on the 60th Anniversary Historic Landmark Tour which took place on 
Saturday, July 20, 2013.

The five sites visited on the tour included four Orange County Local HCEL 
plaque dedication sites, as follows:

1. Mission San Juan Capistrano; 2. Irvine Ranch Irrigation System (at Peters 
Canyon Regional Park); 3. Newport� Harbor; and 4. John Wayne Airport.

The fifth site was a Los Angeles Section Local HCEL related site located within 
Orange County, the Seal Beach Red Car Museum.

Prior to beginning the tour, YMF members handed out tote bags specially 
designed for this 60th Anniversary event.� Each participant received a tote 
bag, commemorative ASCE drinking glass with lid and straw, and a 60th 
Anniversary ball point pen with a tablet stylus on the reverse end.� Bottled 
drinking water was also provided to all participants.�

The tour began at 8:30 AM with 40 OC Branch and YMF members boarding a 
bus at ASCE's office in Tustin, CA (Gayle Stewart Enterprises). The first stop 
was Mission San Juan Capistrano where the group was met and welcomed by 
OC Branch Past President Ziad Mazboudi, PE. The group was then divided 
into three smaller groups led by Mission docents and given a short tour of the 
historic Mission, including a brief stop at ASCE's HCEL plaque which was 
dedicated there in 1993.

After re-boarding the bus, the tour continued on to Peters Canyon Regional 
Park which is located just west of Jamboree Road on Canyon View Avenue in 
Orange, CA.� We were met there by OC Parks Rangers who helped the tour 
members disembark at the 2011 HCEL plaque dedication location.� OC Branch 
Past President Carl Nelson, PE, gave a brief presentation about the Irvine 

Ranch Irrigation System, which was founded by James Irvine II in 1893, and 
about water resources development on the ranch that continued into the 
1970's. Carl also provided tour members with a map of the Historic Water 
Resources of the Irvine Ranch and a photo of the Peters Canyon Dam outlet 
tower.

The tour then moved on to Corona del Mar and a small park called "Lookout 
Point" which overlooks Newport Harbor, or Newport Bay as it also called.�
After negotiating heavy traffic on PCH and narrow streets connecting to 
Ocean Boulevard, we were met at the park by Chris Miller of the City of 
Newport Beach who gave the tour group, and other passers-by, an overview 
of the harbor's history including the construction of the jetties at the harbor 
entrance, and more recent improvements including a massive dredging 
project needed to remove contaminated sediment and to deepen the harbor.�
Mr. Miller provided the tour members with copies of Newport Harbor maps 
and exhibits showing the dredging work areas. Following the presentation, 
box lunches from 'Subway' were distributed to the tour members and lunch 
was enjoyed on the park lawn near the ASCE HCEL plaque that was 
dedicated there in 1996. 

After lunch the tour headed north on PCH to Seal Beach and the Red Car 
Museum located on Electric Avenue just north of Main Street.� We were met 
there by "Marie", President of the Seal Beach Historical Society, her husband 
(and former City Council member), and two other SBHS members that 
provided the tour group with some historical background on the Pacific 
Electric Railway and its contribution to the development of the City of Seal 
Beach.�

The tour group was divided into three smaller groups to visit the inside of the 
Red Car Museum which was originally what was called a Tower Car or Box 
Motor Car.� In its day, this car was used to maintain the PE Railway's 
overhead electric service lines. 

ASCE does not have a plaque at the Red Car Museum, but some members did 
notice the plaque dedicated there in 1976 by the Orange County Historical 
Commission (Historical Site No. 10). The Pacific Electric Railway was 
designated as a Local HCEL by the Los Angeles Section of ASCE in 1973.

Boarding the bus one more time we then travelled to John Wayne Airport 
where we were met by Mr. Steve Carrillo, PE, JWA Senior Engineer, and an 
assistant. A brief tour of the new Terminal "C" parking structure, ticketing and 
departure area (upper level) and baggage claim area (lower level) was 
conducted by Mr. Carrillo, with special emphasis on the unique structural 
design of the buildings. The new electronic parking availability system, and 
the universal electronic check-in and flight status boards were also discussed. �
Due to time limitations we were not able to visit the ASCE HCEL plaque 
located in the baggage claim area (lower level) of Terminal "B" which was 
dedicated at JWA in 2011.� On completion of this final segment of our tour we 
returned to the ASCE office in Tustin at about 4:40 PM.

Numerous photographs were taken by various members of the tour group.� A 
small sampling of those photos is provided in the following Photo Gallery.�
Additional information regarding the various OC Branch Historic Civil 
Engineering Landmarks can be found on the History and Heritage Committee 
page of the OC Branch's website (www.asceoc.org)

The ASCE Orange County Branch wishes to thank everyone that contributed 
to making the 60th Anniversary Historic Landmark Tour a success, and 
especially the Tour Planning Committee comprised of Penny Lew, Bill 
Lawson, Ravi Shah, Josue Vaglienty, Tapas Duta, Gary Gilbert, Joshua Nelson 
and Carl Nelson.

Want to get involved?

1. Contact your local YMF for the next tour or technical 
presentation scheduled
Your local YMF chapter coordinates tours of projects that help you to 
enhance your civil engineering knowledge as it applies to projects all 
around us. 

2. Help us plan a tour or help us present to our group
We are always looking for ideas / presenters so don’t hesitate. You see a 
project you think we should see, let someone know, or better yet, if you 
are working on a great project, we’d all love to learn about it. 
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Celebrating an ASCE Historic Landmark & Civil 
Engineering Accomplishments
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

The LAA Tour also included a trip to the ancient Mono Lake—
one of the oldest lakes in North America to explore its 
surroundings as well as learn of its exotic tufa towers, spires 
composed of calcium carbonate, as well as several visitor centers, 
the Manzanar National Historic Site, and a fish hatchery.�

The LAA Tour included accommodations in Bishop and 
Mammoth, where participants discussed what was seen and 
learned that day over dinner. On the last day of the tour, the 
group visited the Los Angeles Aqueduct Intake, the historical site 
where the LAA was revealed a hundred years ago.� The tour also 
stopped to visit the riveted steel pipe at Jawbone Canyon, and 
lastly, the Cascades where both the LAA terminates, and water is 
released to supply water to Los Angeles.

The LAA Tour was a great success for LA YMF and LADWP, with 
participants sharing this unique experience, learning about the 
history of one of LA’s major water supply, and reconnecting with 
old or building new connections.� This tour was a fun and 
memorable experience and would not have been possible 
without members from ASCE LA YMF and LADWP —special 
thanks to those key individuals who made this trip a reality.
Information of the LA Aqueduct 100th Anniversary can be found 
at www.laaqueduct100.com.�

Pictures taken by our the LA YMF Historian, Paul Choy, can be 
viewed on the LA YMF website.

ADVERTISE 
WITH US!
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SB/R YMF Technical Tour 
Diamond Valley 
LakeBranch’s 60th
By: Mark Swanson, P.E.

Metropolitan Water District of Southern 
California led a group of sixteen ASCE 
members and students on a technical tour 
of one of the largest reservoirs in 
Southern California on September 13, 
2013.

Diamond Valley Lake, located in Hemet, 
provides Southern California with 
approximately 810,000 acre-feet 
(264,000,000,000 gallons, yes that is 
billion) of domestic water storage. 

Planning efforts for the reservoir started 
in 1987 with construction beginning in 
1995.  The reservoir was constructed over 
an area of approximately 4,500 acres and 
consists of 3 dams (East,  West,  and 
Saddle).  The tour began at an overlook of 
the West Dam where the length and 
height of the dam were not 
comprehendible until actually standing 
on it.  

The West Dam is 280 feet tall and 1.9 
miles long.  At 280 feet, the West Dam is 
the tallest of the three dams, however the 
East Dam is slightly longer; 2.2 miles.  All 
three of the dams are earthen and were 
constructed from materials harvested 
within the hills of lake.  Foundation 

excavation earthwork was in the realm of 
40 million cubic yards and embankment 
excavation consists of approximately 110 
million cubic yards of earthen material.  

On-site quarries and crushing plants 
aided in producing and sorting (“ding” 
versus “thunk” rocks) the materials 
needed for each dam.  
This construction effort was, and still is, 
considered the largest earthwork project 
in the United States.  
From the West Dam, the tour continued 
to the Inlet/Outlet Tower.  The I/O Tower 
stands 270 feet high at the point of the 
reservoir’s deepest depth of 250 ft and 
consists of  a wet well, a maintenance 
shaft, and butterfly valves.  The tower has 
nine levels, each with dual lines 
consisting of a total of eighteen butterfly 
valves, each 84 inches in diameter.  

The group traveled down three stories of 
the tower to see and understand the size 
of the 84-inch lines and butterfly valves.  

With much of the I/O Tower 
permanently submerged, the sidewalls 
vary from 5 feet thick at the top to 11 feet 
thick at the bottom.  This tower was used 
to fill the lake which started in 1999 and 
was finished in 2003.  Yes, it took 
approximately four years to fill the lake.  

Water was delivered into the lake at a 
peak rate of 1,000 cubic feet per second.  
The Colorado River Aqueduct and San 
Diego Canal were the sources when first 
filling the lake.  Within recent years, the 
source of water was changed from the 
Colorado River Aqueduct to the 
California State Water Project which 
comes from the Sacramento Delta by way 
of the California Aqueduct to Lake 
Silverwood, then Inland Feeder.  This 
water source change occurred due to a 
threat from the Quagga Mussel which is 
an invasive species that tends to plug up 
inlets and openings and has spread to the 
Colorado River from Europe.

The tour continued on from the I/O 
Tower to the Hiram W. Wadsworth 
Pumping Facility where the attendees 
were able to observe a 500 acre-foot 
forebay (surface area of 35 acres), 30MW 
generating facility, and pumping facility 
consisting of 12 – 6,000 horsepower 
pumps.  The pumping facility ties directly 
to the I/O Tower via a 2,300-foot long, 16-
foot diameter, steel lined tunnel.  

The tour concluded on the east side of the 
lake at the Diamond Valley Lake Visitor 
Center where MWD has several hands-on 
exhibits and information regarding 
California’s aqueduct system.  
Overall, the tour covered several civil 
engineering related fields; such as 
structural, geotechnical, construction 
management, and water resources.  The 
last project of this magnitude led by 
MWD was the construction of the 
Colorado Aqueduct in the 1930’s, so 
having the opportunity to learn about the 
planning and construction of the 
reservoir as well as see many areas not 
open to the public was an amazing 
experience.  On behalf of ASCE SB/RIV 
YMF, I would like to thank Metropolitan 
Water District for allowing us access to all 

the facilities and Christopher Hill, G.E. 
for leading an extremely informative tour. 

Webinar : Holding Productive Meetings 
By: Remi Candaele

OC YMF took advantage of the resourceful ASCE Continuing Education online database to 
host a 1-hour technical webinar entitled “Holding Productive Meetings to Increase the Bottom 
Line” on August 21, 2013. 20 individuals attended the webinar, including students, junior 
engineers, and senior engineers. Each individual benefited from the webinar and learned 
many aspects to hold effective meetings. Amongst many lessons learned, attendees praised 
the concept of parking lot for meetings: having an agenda and respecting it by notifying 
attendees of your intent, as the meeting leader, to follow it. Another important aspect to the 
attendees are the meeting minutes, which should be finalized within days after the meeting 
for the attendees to reach a consensus on the key interpretations of the discussions, as well as 
to keep a record of these same discussions. Because of the successful experience, OC YMF 
looks forward to hosting additional webinars in the future.
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SOCIAL EVENTS

SB/R YMF Dodger Game joint with LA YMF

By: Julianna Gonzalez

Take me out to the ball game, take me out with the crowd…the ASCE crowd that is. On 
Saturday, August 24, 2013, 30 young Civil Engineers from San Bernardino, Riverside 
and Los Angeles Counties cheered for the best team in major league baseball, the 
Dodgers. YMF hosted a dodger dog BBQ at 10AM, we ate, socialized and then headed 
to the game. The game started at 1:05 against the Boston Red Sox. The Engineers 
enjoyed the food, the company, and the game even though the Dodgers lost. Because of 
its success, San Bernardino/Riverside and Los Angeles YMF groups have made it an 
annual event.  See you again next year LA YMF.

1st Annual ASCE San Bernardino/Riverside Branch 

& YMF Scholarship Golf Tournament

By: Andrea Gonzalez, E.I.T., A.M. ASCE

ASCE San Bernardino/Riverside Branch & YMF hosted its first annual 
scholarship golf tournament on Friday, September 20, 2013.  The golf 
tournament raised funds to help provide individual scholarships to 
outstanding students from Cal Poly Pomona and Cal Baptist University 
and also provide funding to both ASCE Student Chapters who will use the 
funds for their respective ASCE outreach events and to send ASCE 
members to the annual Pacific Southwest Conference. The golf tournament 
committee worked very hard to secure sponsorships. We had 48 golfers 
attend, 12 teams. 

It was a very pleasant day at the Jurupa Hills Country Club,eager golfers 
arrived prior to the start of the tournament in order to warm up at the 
range and then headed onto the putting contest.  A special shout out to 
student volunteers from Cal Poly Pomona and Cal Baptist University who 
helped with setting up! YMF volunteers helped with registration in the 
morning, selling raffle tickets & cigars, distributing goody bags to 
attendees as well as providing beverages to the golfers throughout the day. 
A 42-inch wifi TV, tickets to the USC vs. Utah State with VIP parking, gift 
baskets (Grey Goose Vodka, tequila, and wine & cheese), and gift cards 
were amongst the raffle prizes.  Golfers were pleased with the golf 
tournament and enjoyed the variety of sandwiches that were served 
during lunch; most stayed for the dinner event & raffle that took place 
after the conclusion of the golf tournament. 

ASCE SB/R Branch & YMF would like to thank all the sponsors for their 
contributions (TKE, Albert A. Webb Associates, Hall & Foreman, ITE, 
Bengal, URS, RKA, Cvaldo Corporation, Trilakes Consulting, LOR 
Geotechnical, ARC Reprographics, RaboBank and Citrus College) and 
looks forward to next year’s golf tournament.  We hope to see you there!!!

Joint YMF Board Meeting and 2nd Annual Beach BBQ & 
Cornhole Tournament
By Pete Silvia, P.E., M.ASCE – Penfield & Smith (Santa Barbara)
SB/VEN YMF President

On Saturday, August 17, twenty five Younger Members from the Santa Barbara/
Ventura, MLAB (Los Angeles), San Bernardino/Riverside, San Luis Obispo, and 
Orange County YMF’s gathered at the offices of Penfield & Smith in Santa Barbara, 
for the second joint meeting of 2013.  Even though a little crammed, the meeting 
was a success thanks in large part to Amber Girard (LA YMF Liaison) keeping 
everyone on point and the meeting moving forward.  

After the joint meeting approximately twenty YMF members came to Leadbetter 
Beach for a fantastic BBQ lunch thanks in part to the help and planning of Brad 
Rahrer & Adam Hendel from the City of Santa Barbara Public Works Department.  
Shortly afterwards approximately 10 teams of two from the YMF branches were 
formed and they competed in a cornhole tournament in a round robin format.  The 
top four teams then finished the afternoon off in an elimination tournament with 
the winning team being led by Francisco Aragon from the LA YMF along with his 
ringer partner, who apparently has made her own cornhole set, Julianna Gonzalez 
from the San Bernardino/Riverside YMF.  Being that I finished second I am not 
bitter at all!  Thanks to those who came and enjoyed the windy and sunny day. 
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Hello Younger 
Members!

Welcome to a new ASCE year! Our new 
fiscal year officially started October 1st.  
As your new president, I am excited and 
honored.  I look forward to working with 
the new board this year and meeting all 
of you.  You are our future and as leaders 
in the civil engineering community, we 
can all make a difference!  This 
upcoming year, the board and I plan to:

Increase public awareness Civil 
engineering and our infrastructure is a 
vital component to our community.  I 
plan on having two general meetings 
this year with engineering presentations 
and an Order of the Engineer Ceremony. 
If you haven’t received your pinky ring 
yet,  this will be a great opportunity to do 
so!  We plan to present to K-12 students 
and have community service events as 
well.

Increase our ASCE SB/R YMF 
membership by having several technical 
presentations and tours in various topics 
including water resources, waste 

management, environmental , 
transportation, structural and 
geotechnical. We plan on having 
several happy hours, sporting events, 
and outdoor activities - We will invite 
professional engineers from the local 
community to our events for social and 
professional networking opportunities.  
Increase our College outreach by 
supporting Cal Poly Pomona and Cal 
Baptist. We plan on hosting a resume 
and mock interview workshop at both 
colleges this year. I invite you all to 
attend!  We need professional 
volunteers; it will be a great 
opportunity to interact with the 
students.

I would like to personally thank all of 
you for your commitment to ASCE.  
Your membership plays a vital role in 
our association.  ASCE provides 
awesome opportunities to connect 
with professionals, participate in 
community outreach events, and 
attend technical conferences.

I encourage you to join us to as many 
events as you can make.  We have a lot 
of great ones lined up for the 2013-2014 
year.

Melissa Barbosa, P.E.
President
2013-2014 ASCE SB/R YMF

mbarbosa@ci.azusa.ca.us
Website: http://www.asce-sbriv.org/
Younger_Member_Forum/ymf.html

OC YMF 

Melissa Barbosa, PE
President

Mark Swanson, PE
President-Elect

Julianna Gonzalez, EIT
Past-President

Jacqueline DuranAubrecht, EIT
Vice-President

Anthony Donohoo, EIT
Treasurer

Paul Lubliner, EIT 
Secretary

David Cortese, EIT
Activities Chair

Hector Gonzalez, PE
Recruiting Officer

Andrea Gonzalez, EIT
CPP Practitioner Advisor

Dillon Strand, EIT
CBU Practitioner Advisor

Michael Andersen, PE
Technical Tour Advisor

Sarah Lunetta, PE
Community Service Coordinator

Melissa Demirci, EIT 
Historian

Mayra Cabrera, EIT
Fundraising Coordinator 

Anthony Mistretta
K-12 Student Outreach Coordinator

SB/R YMF 

Fellow 

Younger 

Members,

It is my 

honor to 

write to 

you my 

first 

message 

as the 

President 

for the 

Orange County Younger Member Forum 

(OC YMF).  I would like to thank my 

predecessor, Ravi Shah, for serving as 

such an excellent President during the 

past year. OC YMF has accomplished so 
much in this year under his leadership & 

by the dedication of our Board Members. 

I plan to continue our growth & progress 

into the next year & ensure our continued 

growth. 

This last year we celebrated the LA 

Section Centennial & the OC Branch’s 

60th Anniversary. Between all the 

branches, technical groups, and YMFs we 

hosted hundreds of events. However, 

while the count of events is great, the 

most impressive result of the centennial is 

the display of drive & passion from our 

volunteers. None of the events would 

have happened without the efforts from 

everyone who put in countless hours of 

planning. Watching our own OC group 

grow over the last year has been a great 

experience. Last year most of the group 

was new to ASCE and thrown into the 

most event heavy year we have ever had. 

Not only did our board rise to the 

occasion, they excelled. They displayed 

an amazing commitment to our cause & 

are a bright glimpse into a future for OC 

YMF, ASCE, & our industry.

OC YMF, our YMF neighbors, & the 

Society as a whole strive to bring value to 

our members & the community we serve 

through various avenues. Technical 

programs will be a major point of 

development this year with continued 
tech tours, speaker series, & other 

programs geared toward education and 

training of our members. Our K-12 

program will be visiting schools to 

encourage & educate future generations 

to consider engineering. Community 

Service events provide opportunities for 

us to give back to the general community 

beyond engineering. Our University 

Committee continues to improve by 

integrating our local college students into 

our community early with joint activities, 

trainings, education, & more. We hope to 

also foster further exposure through 

legislative activities & joint events with 

other local organizations with common 

goals. We also cannot forget our social 

activities which bring our community 

closer through monthly social events & 

activities which provide many fun events 

for new people to join.

Our board has already begun their 

planning for the next year, & now they 

are armed with even more experience 

and momentum. We welcome everyone 

to join us for all of the events we plan for 

the next year. 

Please check our website (www.ymf-

oc.org) for the most up-to-date 

information & to sign up for our mailing 

list. Please also like our new Facebook 
Page www.facebook.com/asceocymf

which will post more information of our 

current activities & future events. 

Everyone is welcome to all our events, & 

we have a few board positions we need 

help with. If you are interested in 

becoming more involved please contact 

me. I hope to see many of you at our 

events in the next year!

Sincerely,

Gidti Ludesirishoti

2013-2014 ASCE OC YMF President

Gidti.Ludesirishoti@hdrinc.com

Gidti E. Ludesirishoti
President

Remi Candaele, PE
Vice-President

Ravi Shah, PE
Past President

Roxanne Follis, EIT
Secretary

Andrew Easterling
Treasurer

Josue Vaglienty, PE
Fundraising 

Gyan Sinha, EIT
Programs Co=Chair

Daniela Nieto, EIT
Historian/CSULB Student 
Chapter Liason 

Rafael Contreras
Community Service Chair

Tracy Busigny
External Activities Chair

Nestor Godinez, PE
Internal Activities Chair

Brianna Arth
Amy Choi
K-12 Co-Chairs

Eric Walker
Student Act. Coordinator

Vienna Gonzales
CSUF Student Chapter Liason

Karmel Ongawan
UCI Student Chapter Liason

Llanet Gomez
Communications Chair

Michael Dole, PE
Krista Kausen
PE Review Chairs

Lilian Yuen
Webmaster

Brett Schickling
Legislative Liaison

Mujahid Chandoo
EWRI/YMF Liaison

YMF MESSAGES 
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It is with a mix of pride 

and privilege to begin 

my term as the 

2013-2014 President of 

the ASCE Los Angeles 

Younger Member 

Forum (LA YMF).  

I am excited to be 

guiding such a talented 

group of dedicated 

i n d i v i d u a l s a n d 

prospective leaders of our civil engineering 

profession. I would like to take this opportunity to 

thank our Past-President, Francisco Aragon for the 

remarkable job he did leading the organization over 

the last 12 months.  I would also like to thank the 

2012-2013 LA YMF Board, whose leadership and 
passion help our organization achieve a very 

successful year.  

This year’s incoming Board consists of a great blend 

of returning experienced officers coupled with 

energetic new ones to carry on the momentum of 

supporting our organization, local members and 

communities. 

 LA YMF will continue to build upon its long standing 

tradition of giving back to our communities through 

our volunteer activities and outreach efforts at the 

K-12, university, community and government levels. 

We have inspired young kids to learn math and 

science with hand-on activities on topics such as 

earthquakes and catapults, hosted resume and 

interview workshops for college students, and served 

as mentors for pre-college students by participating in 

local outreach events.  We have also volunteered at 

the Great LA River Cleanup, Angeles National Forest 

Tree Planting and Legislative Drive-Ins to advocate 

for infrastructure legislations with our elected 
officials. 

Our goals this year include increasing membership 

and member participation, raising public awareness 

of our profession through our public outreach events, 

and increasing professional development 

opportunities for our members. Our Board is already 

hard at work planning our meetings and technical/ 

networking programs with topics that can interest 

people inside and outside our field.   We continue to 

offer our bi-annual PE Review Courses for both fall 

and spring exams to help members obtain their 

professional licensure.  Additionally, we will be 

partnering with other LA Section YMFs, ASCE 

Technical Institutes, and other affiliated 

professional associations for the planning of even 

more joint events to stay connected with each 

other’s members and network.

LA YMF is looking forward to host the 2014 Annual 

Popsicle Stick Bridge Competition, which continues 

to bring hundreds of local high school students to 

participate in designing, presenting, building, and 

testing their own Popsicle stick bridges.  

Also look forward to our 15th Annual Student 

Night and Job Fair in early 2014 which draws over 

150 students from the 11 student chapters across 

the LA Section area. This event provides students 
the opportunity to find employment with 

engineering companies, network with professionals 

and leaders in the industry, and be recognized for 

outstanding achievements with scholarships and 

awards. 

Finally, we have changed our website with a new 

look and the way we deliver new weekly 

announcements to our members. Please be sure to 

visit our website at www.mlab-ymf.org and 

subscribe to our weekly events newsletter.  

On our website, you can also find links to our 

social media. I encourage you to communicate with 

your Board, share a new idea or your experience at 

our events, and learn how you can find value in 

your ASCE membership with LA YMF.  We are 

always looking for new board members, ideas, and 

suggestions which will continually diversify and 

strengthen LA YMF. Help our group thrive by 

volunteering at our events and/or joining a 

committee to plan our next event. Even with just a 
couple of hours, you can make a difference, and we 

can start achieving great things this year!  

George Huang, P.E.
President
2013-2014 ASCE LA YMF

LA YMF 

George Huang, PE
President

Jane Tran, EIT
President-Elect

Francisco Aragon, PE
Past-President

Kayvan Mahramzadeh, PE
Vice-President

Amy So, PE
Treasurer

Phil Davies
Secretary/Government Affairs

Jennifer Heredia, PE
Linda Luu

Popsicle Stick Bridge Chairs

Kaitlin Hannon, EIT
Cindy Huang, EIT

Community Service Chairs

Michael J. Howie, PE
Julian Garcia, PE

K-12 Outreach Chairs

Antonio Perez
Membership

Benjamin Baker, EIT
University Outreach Chair

Laura Rockett
Emi Fujii

Anish Saraiya
Social/Sport Activities Chairs

Jinny Huang, PE
Scholarship Chair

Paul Choy, PE
Historian  

Nazanin Hajaty
Student Night & Job Fair

Charlotte Wu, EIT
Josue Enriquez, EIT

PE Review Course Chairs

ASCE LA Section Welcomes its Newest Younger Member Forum!

We are excited to announce the addition of the San Luis Obispo Younger Member Forum 

(SLOYMF) to the Los Angeles Section.  San Luis Obispo, home of California Polytechnic State 

University, already had a very active branch and student chapter but no bridge to connect the 

two groups. The San Luis Obispo Branch saw the need to fill that gap and has been gathering 

support and working on bylaws for the YMF for the past year.  

In August, the Section board voted to form the YMF and approve its bylaws.  The addition of 

the SLOYMF brings the total number of YMF groups in the LA section to six along with 

Metropolitan Los Angeles, Orange County, San Bernardino/Riverside, Santa Barbara/Ventura 

and Southern San Joaquin.  Although they have only just become an official group, the SLOYMF 

has been very active this year.  They have already held numerous social events and have 

recently begun a non-technical speaker series covering such topics as “Buying Your First Home” 

and “Financial Planning for Young Professionals”.  We are always excited to see such 

enthusiasm from our younger members. Keep an eye out for more news from the SLOYMF as 

they continue to establish and grow.

For more information, contact the SLOYMF President, Kyle Anderson at 

kanderson@rickengineering.com

Greetings fellow YMFers!  I want to start with a genuine “thank you” to Past-
President Pete Silvia and this year’s returning officers for an exceptional 
2012-2013 year.  Several of our annual events were met with record turnout -- 
YMF participation is still thriving in the Santa Barbara / Ventura Chapter.  This 
year should be no exception as even the number of branch officers has 
increases compared to the previous few last years.  

We are seeing many new faces in the area as increased job opportunities draw 
recent engineering graduates to the Central Coast.  Please join me in actively 
introducing your engineering friends, peers, and new hire acquaintances to all 
the great benefits that come with participation in YMF.  We encourage you to 
contact any of the branch officers with new ideas or suggestions for technical 

tours, social events, and outreach activities.  Your participation and input is what will make this another 
successful, record setting year!

Ben Fischetti, P.E.

2013-2014 Santa Barbara / Ventura YMF President

SB/V YMF 
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SPRING 2014 P.E. REVIEW COURSE
Ready to make one of the most pivotal steps in your career – earning your P.E. License?

Make sure you pass the P.E. Exam by enrolling in the P.E. Review Course offered by ASCE Los
Angeles YMF, now open for registration!

The ONLY live-taught course in Los Angeles, centrally located
Downtown, at the California Department of Transportation,
DISTRICT 7, 100 South MAIN STREET

Highly competitive price, starting at $950 (pro-rated pricing
available)

Spring course runs from February 4th through March 22nd,
conveniently scheduled on evenings and weekends

Includes preparation for California seismic and Surveying exams

Conducted by university professors and practicing professionals

NCEES materials and instructor course notes included

FREE retake! (restrictions apply)

Dates/times are subject to change.
Spring 2014 review course registration closes on January 18th

For more information and to register, visit us at www.mlab-ymf.org,
Or contact Josue Enriquez at Josue.enriquez@arup.com

Session Date Day Time Session Date Day Time

Transportation Feb 4, 6 Tu, Th 6:30-9:30p
ENG. ECON/

ENVIRONMENTAL
FEB 25, 27 Tu, Th 6:30-9:30p

Surveying Feb 8 Sat 8A-5P Water MAR 1 Sat 9A-4p
Structural (Breadth) FEB 11,12 Tu, WE 6:30-9:30p GEOTECHNICAL MAR 4, 6 Tu, Th 6:30-9:30p

Structural (Depth) FEB 13 TH 6:30-9:30p SEISMIC
MAR 11 TU 6:30-9:30P
MAR 12, 13 WE, TH 6:30-9:00P
MAR 15 SAT 8A-5P

Construction FEB 15 SAT 8A-5P Mock 8-HR Exam MAR 22 Sat 8a-5p

JANUARY 2014 HAPPY HOUR/GENERAL MEETING - 1/17/14 5:30PM

Join ASCE OC YMF at the Goat Hill Tavern in Costa Mesa for January's Happy Hour/
General Meeting.  Happy Hour just got happier, kick off 2014 with YMF at an actual 
bar!  This is "dive bar" an OC classic in the best possible way.  Our general meetings 
are always casual and relaxed atmosphere to unwind after a long day of work or 
school. This is your opportunity to network and meet members in a fun setting.
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Editor Notes

It is my absolute pleasure to have 
helped put this newsletter together. 

All of our YMF groups have been 
very active in the last quarter. 

As usual we had amazing events, 
with something for everyone, from 
outreach opportunities to technical 
tours and trips, and social events.

If you are a student, we strongly 
encourage you to get involved with 
your local YMF. 

If you are a recent graduate, attend 
some of our events and begin 
networking early in your career. If 
you have been away from ASCE, 
we’re always looking forward to 
welcome you back. 

No matter what your situation is, join 
us, we have great events for all.

Also if you have any suggestions for 
this publication or would like to write 
an article please contact us,

Francisco Aragon, PE
LA Section YMF Newsletter Editor
francisco-aragon@outlook.com

_______________

_______________

_______________

FRANCISCO ARAGON
LA YMF
PO BOX 79702
LOS ANGELES, CA 90079




